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William t. sanders was a CharismatiC and highly influen-
tial figure in the field of american archaeology. he 

ended up changing the course of mesoamerican archaeology 
by shifting the scale of analysis from the individual site to 
the macroregion. he used a cultural ecology explanatory 
framework, providing the key environmental data that he 
felt would serve as a background to understanding the 
archaeological record.

among sanders’s enduring legacies are vast bodies of 
empirical data, including the location of thousands of archaeo-
logical sites and the natural settings in which they arose. in 
every region where he worked he documented the rise and 
fall of populations from the initial village occupation until 
a.d. 1519, the year the spaniards arrived in mexico.

the study of archaeological settlement patterns had been 
pioneered in Peru’s Virú Valley by sanders’s professor at 
harvard, Gordon r. Willey. it was sanders, however, who 
turned a Klieg light on both highland and lowland meso-
american landscapes and their diverse settlements.

sanders established the full-coverage survey technique 
used widely today, combining aerial photographs and crews 
of students on foot. he used the maximal scatter and the 
density of pottery fragments on the surface to estimate each 
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site’s size by time period, and used various formulae to infer 
the number of people who occupied that site during each 
period.

By focusing his attention on large regions sanders sought 
to document population growth and dispersal and suggest 
the processes leading to urbanization and civilization. he 
defined urbanization as the growth of settlements with 
population densities exceeding 2000 persons per square 
kilometer, most of whose occupants would not have been 
involved in the direct production of food. he expected that 
urban communities would show social differentiation based 
on occupation, status, control of power, and in some cases 
ethnic diversity. in an article published in American Anthro-
pologist sanders reserved the term “city” for those settlements 
with populations exceeding 10,000 (1962).

sanders firmly believed that central mexico was the first 
place in mesoamerica to develop urbanization. from his 
extensive archaeological surveys there (including his survey 
of the hinterland of the early metropolis of teotihuacan), 
he created site-size hierarchies, classifying certain sites as 
capitals, towns, villages, or hamlets. sanders relied heavily 
on highland data to explain population nucleation, craft 
specialization, residence by occupation, and the rise and fall 
of civilizations and empires.

to understand topics such as craft specialization, ethnic 
diversity, and residence by occupation, sanders often turned 
to ethnohistory (16th-century descriptions of native amer-
ican societies), the literature on comparative civilizations, 
and ethnographic analogy. some of his most impressive 
papers incorporated such ethnohistoric and ethnographic 
data, both of which served to enhance and complement 
the archaeological survey results by providing data that the 
survey could not.
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unlike many other archaeologists of his generation, 
sanders’s work consistently emphasized the coevolution of the 
physical environment, agricultural technology, and cultural 
practices over time. his integrated approach to archaeology, 
demography, and cultural ecology (studying ancient agricul-
tural strategies, canals, terraces, soils, geology, vegetation, 
pollen, and rainfall) linked humans to land. many details 
about the agricultural practices in the Basin of mexico (the 
region around modern mexico city) came from the 16th-
century spanish documents and sanders’s own interviews 
with 20th-century farmers.

sanders was fascinated by the huge indigenous centers 
of teotihuacan and tenochtitlan, both of which he saw as 
good examples of urbanism (even though we now consider 
them highly atypical, since each city had more than 100,000 
residents). his decision to consider those two huge cities 
as the standard by which mesoamerican urbanism could be 
measured meant that no other region’s settlements measured 
up. sanders’s colleagues in the maya area, in particular, found 
his practice of using teotihuacan as the standard for urbanism 
to be unrealistic; as a result, several interesting debates took 
place between sanders and the maya archaeologists. although 
many maya cities had thousands of occupants, they never 
achieved the population densities seen at teotihuacan and 
tenochtitlan. sanders’s “Basin of mexico-centric” position 
riled many archaeologists working in the tropical lowlands, 
leading him to defend his position by returning to work in 
the maya region late in his career.

the early years

sanders was the eldest of seven children, born to a 
family of modest means in Patchogue, long island. he often 
described himself as coming from “the other side of the rail-
road tracks,” and said that each day as he walked to school 
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he tried to observe as much of the landscape around him as 
he could. sometimes he and his siblings found themselves 
walking behind overloaded coal trucks, and would pick up 
stray lumps of coal that had fallen off. this opportunistic 
behavior was great preparation for archaeological surface 
collection.

his love of walking and observing, noting everything in 
the environment while picking up stray items on the ground, 
stayed with sanders during surveys of Quintana roo on the 
yucatán Peninsula, the Basin of mexico, the copan Valley 
of honduras, and many other places.

one of sanders’s classmates at Patchogue high school 
was future national academy of sciences member harold 
conklin. conklin recalls that one year, when he had chosen 
the league of the iroquois as the topic for a term paper, he 
discovered that lewis h. morgan’s key book on the iroquois 
had already been checked out by sanders. as a result of 
competing for the same book they became friends. each, 
however, had a different take on the iroquois. conklin saw 
the formation of the iroquois confederacy as the result of 
social and political factors, while sanders saw its rise as the 
result of ecological and population dynamics. that contrast 
in explanatory frameworks was to characterize the work of 
these two scholars throughout their careers.

a few weeks before his graduation from high school in 
19�� sanders was given permission to leave school early to 
join the navy. he was soon sent to north africa. as a result 
of his World War ii service he was given the opportunity to 
use the Gi Bill (passed in 19�� as the servicemen’s read-
justment act) to continue his education wherever he chose. 
sanders picked harvard university, where he could study 
the anthropology of native americans. this interest had 
developed from his term paper on the iroquois and from 
reading William Prescott’s Conquest of Mexico and Peru and 
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various anthropological studies by earnest hooton, carleton 
coon, and others. like coon and leslie White, sanders 
valued the comparative framework, scientific method, and 
hard-won empirical data collected in the field.

influenced by V. Gordon childe’s work on the urban 
revolution, sanders wrote a 19�9 senior honors thesis for 
harvard, which he entitled “the ‘urban revolution’ in 
central mexico.” he also wrote a paper on california indians 
that can be found at harvard in the tozzer library, named 
after one of sanders’s undergraduate advisers, alfred m. 
tozzer.

sanders’s 195� doctoral dissertation was entitled  
Tierra y Agua (Soil and Water): A Study of the Ecological Factors 
in the Development of Meso-American Civilizations. this study 
showed sanders’s early commitment to using a combination 
of ethnography, geography, archaeology, and ecology to 
shed light on ancient mexico. his dissertation compared and 
contrasted indigenous farming in the lowlands of Veracruz 
and the highlands of central mexico, and ended in a study 
of the dynamic relationships among agriculture, population, 
land, and water. human ecology continued to be a major 
focus of sanders’s later work.

to learn more about the dynamics between native farmers 
and their land, sanders went on to interview living infor-
mants, study 16th-century documents, and collect additional 
environmental and archaeological data. although sanders 
is most often associated with the central mexican region, 
he conducted extensive fieldwork in places such as yucatán, 
Quintana roo, chiapas, Veracruz, the Valley of Guatemala, 
and the copan Valley of western honduras. he also spent 
a fulbright year in 196� working in Peru, leading to the 
publication of an important paper on the archaeological 
site of Pikillacta (19��).
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sanders’s Key fieldWorK

sanders conducted archaeological fieldwork for more 
than four decades, and the data he collected became more 
precious every year. many of the sites he recorded have 
been destroyed (or soon will be) by the inexorable growth 
of population in latin america.

the 1950s

in the 1950s sanders did fieldwork in Veracruz (195�), 
Quintana roo (1960), and chiapas (1961). he recovered 
settlement pattern data suggesting that there had once been 
large populations there, but he saw these populations as 
having been dispersed, rather than nucleated and urban.

as the result of this early survey work sanders began to 
view the tropical lowlands as unlikely to have supported the 
kinds of highly nucleated urban centers known from the 
irrigated highlands of mexico. during 1951 while taking 
courses at the escuela nacional de antropología in mexico 
city, sanders had occasion to walk over many areas of the 
Basin of mexico, and it was these long walks that were 
immensely influential in his subsequent thinking about the 
urban potential of the highlands.

in 195� sanders conducted an ethnographic study in 
the Basin of mexico designed to collect information about 
cultivation practices, diversity of resources, and agricultural 
strategies. in 195� he pursued this topic further, using 16th-
century documents and supplementing this information with 
data on 20th-century agricultural practices and settlement 
patterns.

from 195� to 1955 sanders worked in the maya area for 
the first time. he hoped to establish the length of occupa-
tion of several sites in the northeastern sector of the yucatán 
Peninsula, specifically in the mexican state of Quintana roo. 
there he surveyed and mapped �0 sites, collecting diagnostic 
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pottery from the surface of each. he also did test excava-
tions at two key sites, tancah and tulum. although this early 
survey work is less well known than his extensive surveys in 
the Basin of mexico, sanders’s fieldwork in the 1950s in 
Quintana roo, Veracruz, and chiapas was pioneering and 
significant in shaping his view; this fieldwork reinforced his 
belief that the lowlands lacked some of the key attributes 
that could have led to urbanism.

the 1960s

in June 1960 sanders initiated his largest survey, the teoti-
huacan Valley Project. he thought of this as the first stage 
of a long-term attempt to apply to mexico the techniques of 
settlement pattern survey pioneered by his professor Gordon 
r. Willey. sanders’s goal was to survey all of the Basin of 
mexico, plus adjacent parts of morelos and tlaxcala, the 
western portion of Puebla, and the southern part of hidalgo. 
in his early publications (e.g., 1956), sanders called that 
whole region a “nuclear area,” the region that witnessed 
state formation and urban development to a greater degree 
and earlier than elsewhere in mexico. he fell short of his 
goal, but did achieve the largest settlement pattern survey 
ever undertaken.

for sanders, studying this nuclear area was the key to 
understanding mesoamerica as a whole. he considered 
the region to have been precocious during the formative 
or Preclassic era (1500 B.c.-a.d. 250). it also gave rise to 
teotihuacan, the largest city of the classic period (a.d. 
250-800). during the Postclassic period (a.d. 800-1500), this 
nuclear area was the core region for two empires, those of 
the toltec and aztec.

sanders referred to this entire highland area as the 
central mexican symbiotic region. he went on to ascribe 
its unusual social and political precociousness to several 
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features of its physical geography: a semiarid climate that 
made land clearance easy, altitude differences that allowed 
maize agriculture to be practiced from 1200 to 1800 meters, 
with cotton grown below that elevation while agave was grown 
at higher elevations. according to sanders it was fluctu-
ating and unpredictable rainfall that stimulated agricultural 
intensification through irrigation even during the era of the 
earliest villages.

sanders believed that this agricultural intensification 
led to very dense populations that could employ a variety of 
specialized agricultural techniques, including terracing on 
sloping terrain, floodwater farming, and permanent canal 
irrigation. the significant local variation, he argued, led to 
economic interdependence, which linked people occupying 
the various environmental niches. in his formulation of this 
scheme sanders mentioned that he was influenced by the 
writings of Karl Wittfogel, who developed the notion that 
hydraulic agriculture supported a kind of “oriental despo-
tism” in which political power was centralized.

sanders also wrote that his theoretical perspective made 
use of ideas generated by leslie White, V. Gordon childe, 
Julian steward, and felix Webster mcBryde. it is noteworthy 
that sanders gravitated to those scholars more interested 
in natural environment and ecological energetics than to 
other social theorists. in particular it was mcBryde, a cultural 
geographer, whose 20th-century studies in western Guatemala 
inspired sanders to think about symbiotic regions and to 
use that term.

sanders’s teotihuacan Valley Project expanded the 
database on 16th- and 20th-century settlement patterns and 
continued the study of resource utilization that he had begun 
in 195�. By combining aerial photography with on-foot survey 
by crews of students, he eventually covered all of the Basin 
of mexico, collecting diagnostic pottery fragments to date all 
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archaeological features. this survey was complemented by 
palaeobotanical coring and palynological analyses by anton 
Kovar, who focused on swampy deposits near natural springs. 
the goal of this coring was to determine when the springs 
were used to supply water for irrigation.

also undertaken during the 1961 and 1962 field seasons 
were the excavation of several test units and the horizontal 
exposure of some residential structures. such excavations were 
not part of sanders’s original plan, but they were deemed 
necessary because the preexisting ceramic sequence for the 
basin was based heavily on burial vessels. it had proven to 
be less than useful for dating the sherds found on survey, 
many of which came from cooking pots and other domestic 
wares. the late Preclassic and the late classic/early Post-
classic ceramics were particularly ill defined, especially the 
relationship between coyotlatelco and mazapan pottery that 
followed the collapse of teotihuacan. thus sanders decided 
that residential structures should be targeted, with the goal 
of getting stratigraphic data to place the drabber domestic 
wares in chronological order.

sanders’s survey began in the immediate vicinity of the 
city of teotihuacan and branched out later, with students like 
Jeffrey Parsons surveying the texcoco Plain, richard Blanton 
moving south to ixtapalapa, and robert santley working in the 
cuauhtitlan region. one student, Joseph marino, remained 
in mexico to continue the survey after the principal work had 
ended. using information from a local informant, marino 
decided to examine the north slope of cerro Gordo, a hill 
that sanders had not included in his original project. there 
marino discovered an unusual concentration of teotihuacan 
period sites. Because sanders and the members of his project 
were becoming increasingly intrigued by the virtual absence 
of rural communities in the main valley, sanders saw these 
cerro Gordo sites as highly significant, so he added the hill’s 
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north slope to the survey. this is just one example of how 
sanders could change field plans, adjusting his survey limits 
and field methods to accommodate key data.

sanders says that one of the key theoretical assumptions 
that structured his project was that three population vari-
ables—growth, size, and density—were the most powerful 
factors shaping social and political evolution. hence, one of 
his major concerns was to develop a method for estimating 
the prehispanic population. although he originally had 
wanted to use individual households as the population unit, 
heavy erosion in highland mexico had caused significant site 
destruction and reduced the effectiveness or reliability of this 
method. thus sanders had to adopt a new approach.

in his 195� and 195� surveys of 20th-century settlements 
in mexico, sanders had noted that population density 
varied widely. While more than 90 percent of the popula-
tion resided in nucleated communities, population densi-
ties within his sample ranged from 500 to 5000 people per 
square kilometer. sanders’s 1960 data from well-preserved 
archaeological sites seemed to suggest that equivalent vari-
ability existed in prehispanic communities. he reasoned that 
variations in population density should produce variations 
in debris and quantity of refuse—that is, the more people, 
the more trash they would produce. sanders thus used a 
subjective measure of population density, based on whether 
the density of potsherds on the surface was light, medium, 
or heavy. along with their descriptions of the prehistoric 
sites, sanders’s crews recorded data on the natural environ-
ment surrounding each site, including both present-day and 
prehistoric land use.

looking back at his project, sanders later concluded, “in 
retrospect, the major strength of the Basin of mexico projects 
and more particularly of the teotihuacan Valley project was 
the combination of ethnographic, archaeological, and ethno-
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historic research. an added bonus was concurrent ongoing 
research by rené millon’s teotihuacan mapping Project, the 
most extensive and intensive study of an ancient city.”1

sanders also made use of his colleague Pedro armillas’s 
pioneering studies of fossil chinampas (swamp reclamation 
fields) in the southern lakes, and armillas’s ethnohistoric 
and ethnographic research, primarily in the texcoco region, 
conducted over many seasons working with angel Palerm. 
in 19�2 sanders conducted his own study of 20th-century 
agriculture and modern settlement in the texcoco region (he 
had completed similar studies in the area of the chinampas 
in 195�). he expressed great concern over the loss of the 
ancient chinampas, which were disappearing in the face of 
modern agriculture. sanders was nostalgic for the days when 
he, armillas, and Palerm could visit the chinampas, now 
doomed to destruction by the lowered water table.

in assessing his own project sanders said that its two major 
deficiencies were (1) that it should have collected more data 
about the hydrology and hydrography of the basin and the 
lake system and (2) it should have collected and studied 
many more ceramic fragments from each site to refine the 
chronology. he went on to say,

i particularly feel this deficiency because of the intensive and extensive site 
destruction that has occurred on many of these sites since 19�5. for many 
of them, in fact the vast majority, the only significant data we will have are 
the field notes and surface samples from the initial surface survey (1999, 
p. 16).

one of sanders’s greatest contributions was his attention 
to the extensive hinterland around teotihuacan, tracing that 
hinterland’s history, population fluctuations, settlements, 
agricultural practices, and water management from its initial 
occupation to the arrival of the spaniards. sanders was able to 
show how many people, especially maize farmers and maguey 
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horticulturalists, were needed to construct and support both 
teotihuacan and the later aztec city of tenochtitlan.

the late 1960s and early 19�0s

from 1968 to 19�0 sanders turned his attention to 
the highland maya center of Kaminaljuyu in the Valley of 
Guatemala, a place occupied from ca. 1000 B.c. to a.d. 
800. threatened by the encroachment and expansion of 
Guatemala city, Kaminaljuyu was in dire need of a “rescue 
project” to salvage as much information as possible while 
there was still time. decades earlier, when Kaminaljuyu still 
lay outside Guatemala city, researchers from the carnegie 
institution of Washington located 200 earthen mounds in 
an area of 5 square kilometers. By 196� the modern city had 
expanded enormously, swallowing up almost all of the 200 
earthen mounds.

owing to the carnegie project excavations of the 19�0s 
it was known that Kaminaljuyu had several structures built in 
teotihuacan style. this alleged “teotihuacan influence” was 
one of the premises that sparked sanders’s interest. he (and 
other scholars) wondered if teotihuacan had conquered this 
highland maya town, gained control of its obsidian sources, 
politically controlled it by placing teotihuacanos in leadership 
roles, and had created the first state in the maya area.

the role of teotihuacan in maya affairs is still a major 
topic for archaeologists, and the site of Kaminaljuyu is still at 
the center of many current models. many of today’s archae-
ologists, however, regard the rulers at Kaminaljuyu as maya 
leaders who simply copied specific teotihuacan architectural 
styles. new data (including isotopic data on several skeletons 
in elite burials) suggest that the rulers were local people.

Given his tendency to underplay maya urbanism, sanders 
referred to Kaminaljuyu as a “town” rather than a city. (he 
was correct in seeing Kaminaljuyu as less urban than teoti-
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huacan, but such could be said about almost every city in 
mesoamerica.)

since sanders feared that surface sherds at Kaminaljuyu 
might not reflect the whole long sequence of occupation 
(especially the earliest periods), he decided to augment his 
survey by making 500 2-meter by 2-meter testpits. in addi-
tion, sanders and his crew conducted a surface survey of 
Kaminaljuyu’s rural sustaining area.

the Valley of Guatemala is a clearly defined topographic 
unit and approximately the same size as the teotihuacan 
region of the Basin of mexico. to the east is the elevated 
zone called the canchón Plateau. to the west and south are 
the chimaltenango Valley and Pacific coastal piedmont and 
plain. sanders’s crew divided this region of Guatemala into 
units of 25 square kilometers, but was able to survey only 10 
of those units, about half the area.

sanders’s team used the same site forms he had used in 
the Basin of mexico. the surface pottery fragments from 
many sites posed a major problem, however, because they 
were severely weathered; further complicating the situation 
was the fact that many vessel forms endured for hundreds 
of years. Given these problems, sanders decided to rely on 
dating sites by measuring the hydration layer on obsidian arti-
facts, a technique developed and refined by his collaborator 
Joseph michels. nearly �000 obsidian artifacts from surface 
surveys, and an additional 1000 from testpits excavated at 
Kaminaljuyu were subjected to hydration analysis. unfortu-
nately, many archaeologists have since found problems with 
michels’s obsidian hydration dating.

in a retrospective paper sanders (1999, p. 18) 
concluded,

these two regional projects—teotihuacan Valley and subsequent projects 
in the Basin of mexico, and the Kaminaljuyu project—convinced me that 
archaeology has an extraordinary capacity to reconstruct ancient cultural 
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systems, including not only characteristics of the infrastructure but the struc-
ture as well. the experience also pointed out that, if we wanted to attempt 
such reconstructions, a surface survey of the type Gordon Willey pioneered 
was only the first stage of a long-term project that had to include a series 
of large-scale excavations as well. most particularly, the excavations should 
be directed toward residential architecture.

this admission that surface survey is only a “first stage” 
opened a number of eyes.

the 1980s

in 1980 at the invitation of the honduran government 
sanders and his colleague david Webster began the copan 
Valley Project, which focused on the maya city of copan 
and its hinterland in western honduras. here, as before, 
sanders focused on documenting the population history 
and distribution of settlements through time, from ca. 1000 
B.c. to a.d. 800. as he did in the Basin of mexico and the 
Valley of Guatemala, sanders used aerial photographs as a 
guide to locating sites. unlike his earlier projects, however, 
he and Webster used the household as the site unit.

during their surveys in the copan Valley, sanders and 
Webster’s crew defined �50� structures, grouped into 1�25 
residential units. one major improvement over previous 
projects was the generation of population estimates directly 
from residential architecture rather than surface sherds. this 
approach also set the stage for much closer collaboration 
between survey crews and excavators. unlike his earliest 
projects, a major objective of the copan project was to 
reconstruct the social, political, and economic institutions 
of that city at its peak (ca. a.d. �00-800). they attempted to 
do this by excavating a series of residences outside the city 
center, the so-called main Group.

among sanders and Webster’s most important excavations 
were those that exposed a series of buildings in Group 9n-8 
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between 1980 and 198�. the most elaborate building, called 
the “house of the Bacabs,” proved to be the palace of a royal 
official who served in the court of copan’s 16th ruler. unlike 
earlier rulers ruler 16 seems to have given his most loyal 
and important officials more authority and wealth. these key 
officials were allowed to display in their palaces their names 
and titles, carved on stone benches. the stone bench found 
in the central room of the house of the Bacabs displayed 
the hieroglyphic name mak chanil, as well as the name of 
his father. mak chanil’s palace included stone portraits that 
show him holding a scribe’s brush and a shell container for 
the ink. Based on these and other data, it appears that mak 
chanil was a royal scribe. his palatial compound not only 
housed his family but also had rooms set aside for storage, 
artisans and their workshops, servants’ quarters, and non-
maya people probably from the ulua Valley of honduras, 
who seem to have produced pottery and other items under 
his patronage.

in his 1989 paper “household, lineage, and state at 
eighth-century copan, honduras,” sanders utilized african 
ethnographic data (from the yoruba, Bantu, and Baganda 
societies) to shed light on copan’s house of the Bacabs as 
well as maya social, political, and religious practices and 
institutions.

Personal Qualities

What were the special qualities that enabled this man 
from Patchogue to serve in the navy, thrive at harvard, and 
go on to have a profound impact on american archaeology? 
sanders possessed enormous confidence and tenacity; great 
dedication to long-term goals; an ability to complete arduous 
tasks; tremendous loyalty to family, informants, students, 
collaborators, and colleagues; and an exceptional ability to 
debate with others, yet collaborate and learn from them. 
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he had the wisdom to see merit in divergent views and 
frameworks, and did not regard those who disagreed with 
him as rivals or enemies. competition merely encouraged 
him to collect more field data. he also could draw on the 
ethnohistoric and ethnographic record, which he knew even 
better than his list of publications reveal.

intellectual leGacy

among sanders’s most enduring accomplishments were 
his empirical settlement pattern reports. his regional surveys 
generated data on thousands and thousands of archaeological 
sites. Given that 50 percent of the sites he found on survey 
are now completely or partially destroyed, sanders’s database 
can be considered invaluable. his former professor, Gordon 
r. Willey, once remarked that “for the past �0 years . . . 
[sanders] has been the leading mind and spirit in settlement 
pattern archaeology, and in formulating the inferences that 
can be drawn from such settlement studies that help us to 
understand the courses of development of ancient human 
societies.”2

a second legacy is his comparative approach. Because he 
worked in more than one region, sanders was in a position 
to contrast settlement pattern data from the arid highlands 
and tropical lowlands of mexico and Guatemala. throughout 
his career he sought to explain why (in his opinion) the 
highlands came to be characterized by centralized urban 
societies, whereas the lowlands were occupied by less urban, 
less centralized societies.

his commitment to the comparative approach was also 
evident in his teaching at Pennsylvania state university, where 
he taught a popular course on comparative ethnography. he 
tapped into these ethnographic data in various publications, 
comparing aspects of maya society to those of african chiefly 
societies (see especially 19��, 1981, 1989).
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i think of sanders first and foremost as a field researcher, 
and as someone who preferred doing survey to excavation. 
in 19�� he was chosen to participate in a seminar for some 
of mexico’s best graduate students. for a time these students 
were put to work excavating a terrace at the ancient city 
of monte albán in the Valley of oaxaca. to the students’ 
surprise sanders kept wandering off to look at other parts 
of the site rather than supervising the excavation. i was left 
to explain to them that sanders could not bear to stand 
still; he was convinced that the next terrace (or the next 
site) would tell him something more significant than would 
a focused excavation on one spot. that restlessness allowed 
sanders to walk over a bigger area than most archaeologists 
ever do, and it encouraged him to think about mesoamerica 
as a whole.

sanders was truly a special scholar and dedicated social 
scientist who will be missed by all of us. he leaves behind his 
siblings, including his brother, biologist Gerald sanders; his 
wife, lili; three daughters; and a number of grandchildren 
and great-grandchildren. he also leaves behind countless 
students and colleagues whom he influenced. even in his 
retirement from Pennsylvania state (199�-2008), sanders 
remained active and prolific, writing reports that synthesized 
his field data.

among the honors sanders achieved were the a. V. 
Kidder medal from the american anthropological associa-
tion in 1980, the Pennsylvania state faculty scholar medal 
for outstanding achievement in 198�, election to member-
ship in the national academy of sciences in 1985, and an 
evan Pugh research Professorship at Pennsylvania state 
university in 1985.
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chronoloGy

1926 Born on april 19 in Patchogue, new york
19�� Joined the u.s. navy
19�6 enrolled at harvard university on the Gi Bill
19��-19�8
 P a r t i c i p a t e d  i n  t h e  u n i v e r s i t y  o f  m i c h i g a n  
 project in Kilarney Bay, ontario, canada
19�9 s u b m i t t e d  h i s  s e n i o r  h o n o r s  t h e s i s  e n t i t l e d  
 “the ‘urban revolution’ in central mexico”
19�9 received his a.B. at harvard university
1951 attended the escuela nacional de antropología, mexico 
 city
1951 fieldwork at Xochicalco, morelos, mexico
195� assistant field director on the chontalpa Project, tabasco, 
 mexico, with the new World archaeological foundation
195� ethnographic study of cultivation practices by farmers in  
 tabasco and the Basin of mexico
195� m.a., harvard university
195�-1955
 fieldwork in Quintana roo, yucatán Peninsula, mexico,  
 as  a research fellow of the carnegie institution  
 of Washington
195� study of 20th-century agriculture in the teotihuacan Valley
1956 hired as an assistant professor by the university  
 of mississippi
1956 fieldwork at the archaeological site of etowah in Georgia
195� submitted his doctoral dissertation entitled “tierra y agua  
 (soil and Water): a study of the ecological factors in the  
 development of meso-american civilizations,” and was awarded  
 the Ph.d. degree at harvard university
195� field director of the Pánuco river Basin Project in Veracruz,  
 mexico
1958 field archaeologist at the site of santa cruz in chiapas,  
 mexico, working with the new World archaeological  
 foundation
1959 hired as an assistant professor by Pennsylvania state  
 university
1960 initiated the teotihuacan Valley Project
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1962 Promoted to associate professor at Pennsylvania state  
 university
196� received a fulbright award to spend a year teaching at  
 the universidad de cuzco, Peru; did fieldwork at Pikillacta
196� Visited Virú Valley Project sites in Peru to gain insight into  
 survey methods that could be adapted to study teotihuacan 
 Valley settlement patterns
1966 Promoted to full professor at Pennsylvania state university
1968 initiated and codirected (with Joseph michels) the  
 Kaminaljuyu Project
19�� co-taught (with Pedro armillas and Kent V. flannery)  
 a special archaeology course for the instituto nacional  
 de antropología e historia (this class took mexico’s top  
 archaeology students to key sites in the Basin of mexico,  
 Valley of oaxaca, and yucatán Peninsula)
19�� initiated the cuauhtitlan-temascalapa Project in the Basin 
  of mexico
19��-19�5
 Visiting professor at the escuela nacional de antropología  
 e historia, mexico city
19�6 Visiting professor at the universidad nacional autónoma  
 de méxico
19�� initiated the “Basin of mexico studies of Prehispanic  
 agricultural systems Project”; and initiated excavations  
 at tlajinga, teotihuacan
1981  initiated and codirected (with david Webster) the copan  
 project in honduras
1985 named evan Pugh research Professor
199� retired from Pennsylvania state university; named  
 Professor emeritus
1995 initiated a pilot survey at tepetlaoxtoc in the Basin  
 of mexico
2008 died July 2 in mount nittany medical center in state college, 
 Pennsylvania
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aWards and honors

1980 awarded the a. V. Kidder medal for achievement  
 in mesoamerican archaeology from the american  
 anthropological association

198� received the Pennsylvania state faculty scholar medal  
 for outstanding achievement

1985 elected to the u.s. national academy of sciences
1985 named “evan Pugh research Professor,” the highest  

 honor awarded by Pennsylvania state university
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